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Abstract: We investigate the extent to which the United States and the countries of Europe
have achieved economic convergence of their corporate sector. We define convergence as the
homogenization of economic performance, institutional arrangements, and market valuation taking
place at the meso-economic level. We perform a cluster analysis along industry lines and find
that industries and corporations on both continents cluster in four groups, based on six variables
measuring operating performance, ownership, and market valuation. The clusters resulted from
the US data are more unstable than those resulted from European data. We are also able to pair
a handful of highly similar clusters between the US and European data. These findings suggest
a complex dynamic. It seems that the US corporate sector is more homogeneous than the European
one. Moreover, some degree of convergence between the European Union and the United States
appears to have already occurred.
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1. Introduction

Corporate performance and corporate governance convergence has been studied from a multitude
of angles. Most research has primarily focused on the nature and functioning of institutional
arrangements [1–4], and on the relationship between economic efficiency and institutional
arrangements [5–8].

We set out to assess the degree of corporate performance and corporate governance convergence
within the US, within Europe, and between the US and Europe. First, we try to elucidate the concept of
integration and convergence in order to obtain meaningful, testable hypotheses; and propose a novel
approach to examining the phenomenon. In the context of the current research, we define economic
integration and convergence as a phenomenon occurring at the so-called ”meso-economic” level [9];
that is, we interpret it as the emerging tendency of corporations on both continents to achieve similar
economic linkages, similar levels of operating performance, ownership characteristics, and valuation;
all this along industry lines. Instead of focusing on describing institutional arrangements and their
relationship to individual metrics of corporate performance, we use clustering analysis to assess the
overall complexity and structural similarity of six metrics of operating performance and valuation
across various industries.

The research proposed here goes beyond the reductionist approach encountered in the literature
so far. It amounts to more than the usual testing of the linear relationships among a group of variables,
while holding everything else constant. It focuses on emergent properties associated with convergence,
including but not limited to structure similarity and homogeneity.
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We analyze two current data sets, consisting of a small number of measures of corporate
performance, gathered from both operating and market data. The data set pertains to publicly held
American and European corporations. Our clustering analysis is industry driven, spanning 94 different
industries. The six variables used in this analysis are: (1) total debt ratio, showing the proportion of
debt used by corporations to finance their total assets; (2) proportion of inside ownership, showing
the degree of ownership concentration; (3) average tax rate, showing how much tax corporations pay;
(4) earnings before interest, tax, depreciation, and amortization to sales ratio (EBITDA/S henceforth),
which is a measure of operating performance; (5) price-earnings ratio (P/E henceforth), which is
a measure of relative market valuation; and (6) price to sales ratio (P/S henceforth), yet another measure
of relative market valuation.

We contend that highly unstable clusters (as evidenced by the bootstrapping procedure) would
represent an indication of a high degree of homogeneity and structure similarity. We interpret
the homogeneity and similarity of cluster structure as evidence of convergence within each subset.
In addition, we also want to assess the degree of homogeneity and similarity between US and European
data, and we set out to identify and pair highly similar clusters between US data and European data.
The number of cluster pairs showing high similarity would give us an indication of the degree of
convergence between US and Europe.

We find four clusters in each data subset, but the clusters obtained from US data are relatively
unstable. We pair the clusters in order to find similarities, and conclude that three of the nine possible
pairs are similar. This seems to suggest that while Europe and the Unites States are still apart on some
level, de facto convergence is already occurring on another level, probably driven by large corporate
players that straddle national borders, and arbitrage prices and regulations.

Convergence is indeed a process that occurs over very long periods and can be best observed on
historic timescales. Here, we do not attempt to evaluate the progression of this phenomenon through
time; rather we take a snapshot to investigate the nature and degree of convergence at a given moment
in time. In other words, we do not focus on how the process changes, merely on where the process is
at right now.

The paper is organized as follows: next section is devoted to presenting some background on
economic integration, emerging institutional convergence, and cluster analysis. The third section
describes the data and the methodology, while section four presents the results. The last section
concludes and outlines directions for further research.

2. Literature Review and Significance of Research

There is little doubt that the world economy today is experiencing a period of unprecedented
globalization. Without dwelling too much on the semantics of the term, we expect that globalization
entails economic integration and institutional convergence, impacting manufacturing, trade, financial
markets, corporate performance, and corporate governance, among others. There is a complex, yet
robust relationship between economic growth and globalization [10]; and between globalization and
the institutional framework of corporate finance and governance [11]. The post-World War II era
witnessed a long period of relative prosperity and economic growth, boosted by the fall of communism
in the late 1980s. Notwithstanding the oil crisis of the 1970s, the stock market crash of 1987, the Asian
currency crisis of the late 1990s, the dot.com bubble of 2000, and the sub-prime meltdown of 2007,
the world economy has generally been on an ascending path.

Many disparities in economic development among all countries have arguably subsided to
a certain degree, and there are good reasons to believe that the industrialized countries of Europe and
the United States are more advanced than any other countries on the path to economic integration and
convergence. The United States and Europe share a common cultural heritage and have adopted a very
similar industrialization model. The rise of the European Union coupled with the relative decline
of the economic influence of the United States have set the stage for a deeper form of convergence,
manifested at the corporate level.
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The impetus of earlier research on economic integration and convergence has been the equalization
of the various levels of national income and economic development. The liberalization of trade, capital
flows, and labor, coupled with the spread of knowledge and technological change has been responsible
for closing the economic development gap among various countries [12–15].

As time went on, the prevailing research interest shifted to a deeper level of analysis, assessing
integration and convergence through the lens of institutional arrangements, corporate performance
and corporate governance. Most of the scrutiny has been directed towards the United States, Europe,
and Japan, primarily because they represent countries with a high level of economic development, but
also because data on developed countries are more readily available. These considerations aside, there
is little doubt that the United States and Europe share social, cultural, and economic common traits
that make them prime candidates for the analysis of economic integration and convergence.

Some authors take note of the social and cultural differences among European countries and the
United States [2,16–18], but consider that the various institutional corporate governance frameworks in
Germany, Japan, and the US are converging. This process appears to be driven by global competitive
pressures, the emergence of the knowledge economy, and the spread of shareholder capitalism. Large
corporations have become global players who arbitrage regulation and fiscal policies to the point
of compelling various national jurisdictions to harmonize their institutional frameworks. Financial
capital is raised where costs are lower and invested where returns are higher. The separation between
ownership and control, coupled with a harmonization of corporate practices leads to a relative
equalization of operating and economic performance.

On the other hand, other authors contend that convergence is only apparent, and important
differences remain even among developed countries [4,6,7,19,20]. Although the institutional framework
of corporate finance and corporate governance is converging de jure, institutional and corporate
practices remain de facto far apart. The level of protection given to different classes of stakeholders
varies with the legal system, and even with the nature of the cultural heritage [21]. There are also
marked differences in the cost of capital and the return on investment. On paper, corporate governance
appears to become harmonized, but corporate performance remains dependent on the dominant
institutional practice. When it comes to operating and economic performance, there is still a significant
gap to be acknowledged.

The significant body of research on economic integration and convergence at the meso-economic
level reveals a very complex picture. Several institutional and corporate practices and economic
outcomes tend to become more similar, but there are areas where both institutional differences and
economic outcomes tend to remain different, and in some instances even to move apart. It is tempting
to deconstruct or slice the issue into simpler, more convenient questions in order to yield testable
predictions. Nevertheless, interpretation remains a challenge when trying to fit the empirical results of
various econometric tests into a single aggregate picture.

Here, we strive to use a methodology that avoids deconstructing the economic phenomenon into
simpler parts. We employ clustering analysis in order to capture a global view of the overall issue by
focusing, not on individual relationships, but on the overall structure of economic performance and
governance at the corporate level, across various industries.

3. Data and Method

As mentioned earlier, we contend that economic integration and convergence of Europe and
the United States should produce a homogeneous distribution of operating, corporate governance,
and economic outcomes along industries lines. We should be able to observe a similar industry
clustering based on performance and corporate governance metrics.

3.1. Data

Our data consists of two sub-sets of industry statistics, one for American and the other for
European corporations. The operating and market data we use here is relatively recent (2016) and
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consists of six variables distributed across 94 industries. We have collected observations on total debt
ratio; proportion of inside ownership; average tax rate; earnings before interest, tax, depreciation
and amortization to sales ratio (EBITDA/S); price–earnings ratio (P/E); and price to sales ratio (P/S).
The proportion of inside ownership is a metric of corporate governance, the total debt ratio, the average
tax rate, and EBITDA to sales are metrics of operating performance, while the price-earnings ratio (P/E)
and the price to sales ratio (P/S) are metrics of relative market valuation. These variables are routinely
used in research in investments, corporate finance, and economics. There are many other metrics of
performance that correlate very well with the ones used here. Including additional variables would be
redundant and would render our cluster analysis less tractable.

The source of data are the cross-sectional series of industry and corporate finance indicators
compiled yearly by Aswath Damodaran [22] from Bloomberg, Morningstar, Capital IQ, and Compustat.
There were no missing data, and the descriptive statistics attached to our datasets are included as
supplementary material.

3.2. Method

Our research employs cluster analysis, a statistical tool aimed at identifying groups within a larger
dataset. The groups are made of individual observations with a high degree of similarity, according
to a predefined criterion. There is a significant body of literature written on both the theoretical
foundations and empirical applications of this method, including concrete guidance regarding the
main steps to be followed when reporting the results [23].

We measured cluster tendency, identified the appropriate clustering algorithm, and assessed the
stability of the clusters according to the recommendations of the econometric literature. To accomplish
our goal, we used the open source software R, version 3.6.1. R provides several packages that cover
a variety of methods and tools: in this paper, we use the clustertend package to assess the cluster
tendency in data, the fpc package for flexible clustering methods and cluster validation, and clValid
package for statistical validation of clustering results [24]. The package clValid is a particularly valuable
toolkit for conducting a preliminary analysis of the tendency of data to cluster; the identification of the
appropriate clustering method; and the stability of results.

In principle, clustering analysis can deal with any number of variables, ranging from one to many.
We have strived to strike the right balance in choosing only six. We aim to capture the phenomenon
under investigation from a complex, multi-faceted perspective and using only one variable would have
made our industry analysis too narrowly focused. On the other hand, using too many variables would
have diluted the significance of our results and made comparisons between groups problematic. In the
end, we sampled what we believe are among the most representative metrics of operating performance,
ownership, and market valuation. These metrics are routinely used in finance and economics analysis.

Our reliance on a relatively small number of metrics is in the spirit of previous research upholding
the notion that parsimony is a virtue rather than a disadvantage. In [25], it is shown that while
corporate governance can be described with a multitude of metrics, a mere handful of them are enough
to capture the most important characteristics of the process.

3.2.1. Cluster Tendency

The first step in our analysis is the evaluation of cluster tendency. This is necessary because any
data set, even purely random data, has an immanent propensity towards clustering. The problem
becomes more acute with the increase in the size of the sample, when all models will tend to become
asymptotically stable [26]. We use the clustertend package in order to calculate the Hopkins statistic,
which measures the probability that a data set is randomly generated.

The Hopkins statistic [27] is obtained with the function hopkins(). Values significantly different
from the 0.5 threshold (either below or above) are indicative of a very strong clustering tendency,
and values closer to 0.5 show a very week clustering tendency. The null hypothesis is that the data is
uniformly distributed, in which case no meaningful clusters are to be found. The alternative proposes
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that the data is not uniformly distributed and can be grouped in meaningful clusters. If the value of the
calculated Hopkins statistic is significantly below or above 0.5, we reject the null hypothesis. Otherwise,
we conclude that there are no meaningful clusters in the dataset. The results of this measurement are
reported in Section 4.

3.2.2. Clustering Method

We choose among three alternative methods: hierarchical clustering, k means clustering,
and partition around medoids. We use the clValid package to calculate, plot, and interpret three metrics
that are specific to internal validation: the connectivity, silhouette width, and Dunn indexes.

The connectivity index captures the extent to which observations are close together and it is also
a measure of connectedness [28]. The two other features of interest, compactness and separability,
measure cluster homogeneity, and the degree of separation between clusters. They evaluate two
opposite tendencies in the data, are nonlinearly combined, and generate the silhouette width and the
Dunn index [29,30]. The silhouette width index requires assessing the confidence level when assigning
observations to a particular cluster. This measure of confidence is expressed as a number ranging from
−1 (for poorly assigned observations) to +1 (for correctly assigned, or well-clustered observations).
The silhouette width index is calculated as the average of these degrees of confidence over the entire set
of observations. Finding the appropriate clustering method and the right number of clusters requires
the maximization of this index.

According to clValid documentation, stability validation is another recommended procedure
for deciding the clustering method and the number of clusters. This procedure is built on four
stability metrics: the average proportion of non-overlap (APN), the average distance (AD), the average
distance between means (ADM), and the figure of merit (FOM) [24,31,32]. Stability validation entails
a comparison between the initial clusters (based on the entire dataset) and subsequent clusters obtained
after removing one and only one column at a time. The values of the four stability metrics described
above decrease with the increase in the fitness of the clustering method. The results of stability
validation are presented in Section 4.

3.2.3. Cluster Stability

The reproducibility of clustering [33] is based on the notion that a good algorithm will produce
clusters that will not vary significantly with the sample [34]. Several functions in clValid and fpc, mostly
the clusterboot() function, provide the bootstrapping procedure for estimating the Jaccard coefficient of
similarity/stability, based on re-sampling with replacement from the original dataset.

The Jaccard coefficient of similarity/stability is calculated as the ratio of the total number of elements
in the intersection of two data sets to the total number of elements in their reunion. We proceed by
re-sampling each original cluster, and we calculate the Jaccard coefficient to determine the degree
of similarity between the original clusters and their re-sampled variants. If the value of the Jaccard
coefficient is less than 0.5, the cluster is dissolved. A cluster that is dissolved too often is indicative of
random noise.

This procedure is iterated in the process of bootstrapping validation. In the last step, we calculate
an overall Jaccard coefficient as the average of all Jaccard coefficients obtained from the all previous
iterations. For an overall Jaccard coefficient of 0.6 and below, the clusters are deemed unstable. A value
between 0.6 and 0.75 indicates stability, but also uncertainty regarding how observations should be
grouped together. A Jaccard bootstrapping coefficient around 0.85 and above indicates that the clusters
are stable [35]. The results of this final stage are presented in Section 4.

4. Results

Table 1 shows the values of the Hopkins statistic for both data sets. Since the calculated values
are lower than 0.5, we conclude our data has a natural tendency to cluster. However, judging by the
difference in the Hopkins statistic, it appears that the clustering tendency in the European data set
(E-data henceforth) looks somewhat more pronounced than that in the US data set (US-data henceforth).
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Table 1. Estimated Hopkins statistic for Europe and US.

Data Europe US

Hopkins statistic 0.163 0.216

Subsequently, we use the function cvValid() to choose the most appropriate clustering method
and the optimal number of clusters. One of the advantages of this function is that it can address
multiple validation methods in one single application. In our case, we use internal and stability
validation; the third method, biological validation, is not suitable for the data at hand. Tables 2 and 3
present the ranking of the recommended options according to the connectivity, Dunn, and respectively
silhouette indexes.

Table 2. Rank of recommended internal validation clustering methods (Europe).

Measure Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

Connectivity Hierarchical-4 Pam-4 Hierarchical-5
Dunn Hierarchical-4 Hierarchical-5 Hierarchical-8

Silhouette Hierarchical-5 Hierarchical-4 Kmeans-4

Table 3. Rank of recommended internal validation clustering methods (US).

Measure Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

Connectivity Hierarchical-4 Kmeans-4 Pam-4
Dunn Hierarchical-5 Hierarchical-6 Kmeans-5

Silhouette Hierarchical-4 Kmeans-4 Pam-4

Figure 1 presents the connectivity indexes for all three methods, and for a number of clusters
varying between 4 and 11. As it can be easily observed, in the case of E-data, the minimum value of the
index is reached for hierarchical clustering with four clusters. The Dunn index is also maximized in
the case of hierarchical clustering with four clusters. The silhouette width, however, shows preference
for hierarchical clustering with five clusters.
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In the same vein, in the case of US-data, Figure 2 shows that the connectivity index and the
silhouette width index suggest hierarchical clustering with four clusters, while the Dunn index
recommends hierarchical clustering with five clusters.
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The stability measures used to find the preferred clustering method and the number of clusters,
include APN, AD, ADM, and FOM. Tables 4 and 5 present the recommendation derived after attempting
to maximize each one of them.

Table 4. Ranking of recommended clustering methods in stability validation (Europe).

Measure Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

APN Hierarchical-6 Hierarchical-5 Hierarchical-4
AD Pam-11 Pam-10 Kmeans-11

ADM Hierarchical-6 Hierarchical-5 Hierarchical-4
FOM Pam-4 Pam-7 Pam-5

Table 5. Ranking of recommended clustering methods in stability validation (US).

Measure Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

APN Hierarchical-4 Kmeans-4 Hierarchical-8
AD Pam-11 Pam-10 Kmeans-11

ADM Kmeans-5 Hierarchical-6 Pam-8
FOM Hierarchical-5 Pam-7 Pam-8

Figures 3 and 4 show a graphical representation of these results.
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However, as already discussed earlier, stability validation requires a preliminary check of the
correlation between our dependent variables. The correlation matrix (calculated, but not reported
here) shows the highest pairwise correlation at nearly 0.57, in the case of EBITDA/S and P/S. Other
pairs of variables are weakly correlated; for example, EBITDA/S and debt ratio show a coefficient of
only 0.0043. As a consequence, one would need to cross-validate these preliminary findings using the
bootstrapping algorithm, as explained next.

Tables 2–5 suggest that it is difficult to infer the best algorithm following the two validation
approaches described and used here. Fortunately, the RankAggreg package compiles a so-called optimal
list, showing hierarchical clustering with 4 clusters, followed by hierarchical clustering with 5 clusters,
hierarchical clustering with 6 clusters and two partitions around medoids, with 4 and 11 groups
respectively in the case of E-data (Table 6). In case of the US-data (Table 7), the optimal list finds
hierarchical clustering with 4 clusters, hierarchical clustering with 5 clusters, k-means clustering with 4
clusters, k-means clustering with 5 clusters and partition around medoids with 4 clusters. We conclude
that hierarchical clustering is the most appropriate method, and 4 clusters seem to be optimal for
both datasets.

We proceed to scale the original data by dividing the average tendency of each variable by its
standard deviation. Then, we assess the similarity among observations using the Euclidean distance
by calculating the shortest distance between two points in Euclidean spaces. The Ward linkage is
implemented in an attempt to reduce the variance within each cluster, a procedure that allows us to
assess the degree of industry homogeneity.

Table 6. Europe-data clusters.

Groups Debt
Ratio

Insider
Holdings

Average Tax
Rate

EBITDA to
Sales PE P/Sales Proportion

E3 0.48 0.15 0.18 0.10 29.96 0.92 0.35
E1 0.22 0.25 0.15 0.13 54.40 1.31 0.32
E2 0.30 0.14 0.09 0.24 65.61 2.69 0.32
E4 0.33 0.20 0.13 0.11 5345.2 0.75 0.01

Table 7. US-data clusters.

Groups Debt
Ratio

Insider
Holdings

Average Tax
Rate

EBITDA to
Sales PE P/Sales Proportion

US1 0.25 0.15 0.10 0.14 46.69 1.37 0.38
US2 0.42 0.13 0.19 0.13 44.83 1.31 0.31
US3 0.26 0.17 0.08 0.29 100.79 3.72 0.30
US4 0.26 0.12 0.16 0.20 2725.1 2.27 0.01
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The graphical representation of the results of this selection procedure is shown in Figures 5 and 6.
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The 94 industries are more or less evenly distributed among the first three groups in both data
sets. The fourth group is an outlier in both cases and we will continue to concentrate only on the first
three. At first glance, the results are consistent with previous research. European corporations tend
to carry more debt on average, although the difference appears smaller than suggested by previous
findings. Yet again, there are almost two decades separating the data used in this research from the
earlier data surveyed by [2,3,8,16,20].

This smaller than expected difference might already represent evidence of convergence in operating
performance. On average, insiders hold a larger stake in European corporations, and ownership is
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more concentrated (the result is not reported here, as we do not focus on ownership concentration).
US corporations report a higher income before interest and tax, but they are taxed less than their
European counterparts.

The most dramatic differences are in terms of valuation, where US corporations trade at significantly
higher earnings multiples (P/E) and command a higher P/S ratio. Overall, European corporations
show lower valuations and a somewhat weaker operating performance. Perhaps the most dramatic
difference pertains to market expectations. Investors appear more prudent towards European stocks,
and more optimistic towards American stocks.

It still remains to be seen if the clustering result obtained here is proving stable and if there are
other structural similarities between the two data sets beyond the optimal number of clusters. Both
aspects would provide insights into the degree of economic and institutional convergence among
European and American corporations.

The clusterboot() algorithm applied in the last step of our analysis provides this critical information.
We run a sequence of 100, 1,000 and 10,000 resampling iterations. Table 8 shows that, despite the
theoretically well-grounded selection of the clustering method and number of clusters, the clusters
resulted from US-data are relatively unstable. Those derived from the E-data appear more stable,
except for cluster 4, which includes only one industry. There remains a moderate level of uncertainty
regarding the industry composition of each cluster. It is not surprising to find a modicum of cluster
stability in the E-data set, and a relative lack of stability in the US-data set. This finding points towards
a difference in market structure and dynamic between Europe and the United States.

Table 8. Clusterwise means of the bootstrapping procedure for Europe and the US for 100, 1000,
and 10,000 resampling, rounded to four digits.

Clusterwise
Means

Number of
Resampling Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4

Europe data
100 0.7153 0.6794 0.6450 0.5086

1,000 0.7406 0.6875 0.6951 0.4646
10,000 0.7434 0.6966 0.6955 0.4814

Decision - Stable with
uncertainty

Stable with
uncertainty

Stable with
uncertainty Unstable

US data
100 0.5347 0.5751 0.5582 0.5335

1,000 0.5452 0.5754 0.5460 0.4670
10,000 0.5425 0.5700 0.5572 0.4758

Decision - Unstable Unstable Unstable Unstable

The United States arguably represents a more integrated and flexible market, where competitive
pressures and more uniform regulation lead to a higher degree of homogeneity among corporate
players. The countries of the European Union, with their different cultures and languages, have worked
hard to harmonize regulation and integrate their markets, but are still apart. Notwithstanding the
liberalization of trade, capital flows, and labor movement, the adoption of common institutions and the
adoption of a common currency, there remain important differences. The single European market looks
more like a two-tier market, in which corporate operating performance, inside ownership, and market
valuation appear segmented on several levels.

It is not clear, however, if this segmentation occurs along specific industries and across national
borders, or if takes place across industries and along national borders. We tend to believe that a little
bit of both might hold true. While larger multinational corporations can straddle national borders,
relatively smaller corporations have a shorter reach and are sometimes constrained and contained
by local regulation and local markets. National borders are seamless only for large corporate players
who hold significant bargaining power and can easily arbitrage prices and regulations. Smaller firms
probably find national borders to be very real.
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Therefore, it is not enough to evaluate clustering tendencies in each data set. We would like to
know how the two set of clusters compare. More similar clustering would indicate a greater degree
of convergence between Europe and the United States. We already know there is some degree of
dissimilarity because the clusters obtained from the US data appear less stable.

Next, we proceed with estimating a measure of dissimilarity between the two sets of clusters.
We pair the groups in Tables 6 and 7 between Europe and the United States, but for obvious reasons we
discard the fourth group in each dataset. Thus, we obtain nine pairs of groups. For each pair, and each
of the six variables—debt ratio, inside ownership, average tax rate, EBITDA/S, P/E, and, P/S—we
subtract the values of the US-data from those of the E-data. We square the differences obtained in the
previous step, aggregate them, and divide the total by 1000 to obtain a standardized index (score) that
would allow the ranking of pairs in the decreasing order of their similarity. The ranking is obviously
ordinal. A smaller dissimilarity score indicates pairs that are more similar. We also determine the
number of industries that each pair of groups have in common, as shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Ranking of the estimated degree of similarity between pair of groups. The dissimilarity score
is calculated by aggregating the six standardized differences between the levels of the same variable
for each pair of two groups, and dividing the sum by 1000. A smaller value of the dissimilarity score
denotes groups that are more similar. The average number of industries per pair is the simple average
of the number of industries in each pair of groups.

Pairs of Groups Dissimilarity Score Average Number of
Industries per Pair

Number of Common
Industries per Pair

E2-US3 2.99 29 18
E3-US2 2.99 30.5 17
E1-US1 7.43 34.5 17
E1-US2 11.69 30.5 6
E3-US1 18.04 34.5 9
E1-US3 19.47 30 4
E2-US1 24.05 33.5 9
E2-US2 24,05 29.5 3
E3-US3 37,82 30 5

A cursory inspection suggests that pairs with a low dissimilarity score (i.e., groups that are similar)
also have a higher number of industries in common. The results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
(W-statistic = 0) suggest that indeed, the two treatments are different; more similarities between groups
are associated with more industries in common.

The Mann–Whitney U test yields very similar results. Of the nine possible pairs, we keep the first
three, that is, E2-US3, E3-US2, and E1-US1 and conclude they are the best matched. These are the pairs
with the smallest overall differences in the six metrics used by our clustering analysis. Whether the
best match also represents a good match is a different question altogether.

5. Discussions

When it comes to complex economic phenomena, the main challenge is to describe in a clear and
concise manner what might be going on. One has to resort to conventions, omissions, and simplifications
that sacrifice detail and accuracy for the sake of meaning. The situation at hand is no exception.
The question of whether the operating performance and the governance of corporations in the United
States and Europe converge along industry lines reflects a complex dynamic that does not result in
dichotomous outcomes. One cannot answer with a simple yes or no; rather, we deal with an entire
spectrum of convergence [36].

The data suggests that there remain important differences in corporate operating performance,
ownership, and valuation within the European Union, on the one hand; and between the United States
and Europe, on the other hand.
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The United States arguably has a more homogeneous and well-integrated economy in which
corporations and industries do not have to contend with national borders and multiple jurisdictions
and regulations. The clustering of industries along the six metrics used here appears unstable for
the simple reason that unhinged competitive pressures never stop reshaping the configuration of the
corporate landscape. In the United States, integration proceeds unhindered on a continental scale.

Europe, on the other hand, continues to represent a mosaic of markets segmented along national
borders, and arguably along industries. The European Union represents an unprecedented exercise in
political and social engineering, yet it has managed to produce a lesser degree of economic integration
than that observed in the United States. The ambitious drive towards a single European market has no
doubt exceeded many expectations and represents a success in its own right; but it has stopped short
of generating a comparable degree of economic cohesion and homogeneity.

There are 27 nations with different levels of economic development, different regulation, different
economic policies, and a different dynamic of the corporate sector. Most likely, it was never intended
that Europe would one day function just like the United States (not the mention the few European
nations that are still outside the EU).

Evidence from large social networks show that logistic and regulatory constraints influence the
behavior of the system. In general, all complex networks have a tendency to cluster and form layers of
complexity, but the patterns of segmentation and layering are sensitive to a multitude of constraints
that determine the nature of the interaction among the agents within the network [37]. It is quite
possible that differences in regulatory and border constraints between the United States and Europe
have produced a different pattern of layering and segmentation in their corporate networks and
alongside industry lines.

A different type of constraint is represented by technology. Although globalization has resulted in
the adoption of more or less comparable technologies, there are subtle differences in the way these are
handled and implemented locally. For example, the United States and Europe have chosen a different
solution for the allocation and implementation of broadband wireless access network [38]. At face
value, this might appear innocuous, but it might nevertheless generate structural implications that are
difficult to ascertain and investigate. In this case, and most likely in other instances where different
technology standards have been adopted, economic and political interests might have well been behind
the drive to nudge the segmentation and layering of the corporate landscape. Technical standards have
been used for a long time as a substitute for more explicit protectionist policies. Whether a political
agenda is present or not, technology always plays a major role in the shaping of competition among
corporations and the segmenting of markets.

Nonetheless, the discussion of the extant dissimilarities highlighted by our analysis needs to be
qualified. There are differences in clustering stability, but we have been able to match three pairs.
There are three groups with comparable economic performance, ownership, and valuation, sharing in
common a relatively high number of industries.

This finding seems to suggest that convergence, as defined earlier is, probably occurring in some
areas. There are large corporations and industries spanning both continents (and possibly more than
two), straddling national borders, and arbitraging regulations and markets. We probably witness
a two-tier market dynamic, in which integration and convergence between the United States and
Europe has already occurred on the ‘upper’ level; and in which the two economic super-entities are
still apart, and arguably diverging, on the ‘lower’ level. Future research might have to look within each
industry, and differentiate between small and large corporations. There is already evidence showing
that indeed large, multinational enterprises are part of a distinct complex network of global corporate
control, boasting a different dynamic from that of small and medium companies. In a seminal paper
published in 2011, a group of researchers painstakingly mapped the network structure of transnational
corporate control [39], revealing that ownership schemes transcend national borders and industries.
This finding is consistent with the results presented here, and lends credibility to our conclusions
pertaining to the multi-layering of the corporate network. Another direction for further research would
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have to investigate the differential impact of technological change on the layering and segmentation of
the corporate network.

6. Conclusions

We set out to investigate the extent to which the corporate sector in the United States and the
countries of Europe have achieved economic integration and convergence. We define convergence as
the homogenization of economic performance, institutional arrangements, and market valuation along
industry lines.

Economic integration and institutional convergence has been a favored research topic among
economists and scholars interested in corporate governance. Our analysis departs from the traditional
approach focused on the evaluation of linear relationships among a handful of performance metrics.
We adopt a line of inquiry focused on the deeper structure of the phenomenon with the understanding
that we are dealing with complex corporate networks, layered and segmented alongside—and
sometimes across—industry boundaries.

We perform an industry driven cluster analysis and find that industries and corporations on both
continents cluster in four groups, based on six variables measuring operating performance, ownership,
and market valuation. We discard the fourth group in either case, because it appears to be an outlier.
We rank and match the remaining three groups based on the magnitude of the differences in the six
metrics under consideration and based on the number of industries shared in common. With three
groups on each side we generate nine pairs of various levels of homogeneity. We are able to match
three pairs that appear to have a low degree of dissimilarity. The clusters from the American dataset
are unstable. The European data set generates clusters that are appear more stable, but with some
measure of uncertainty.

Cluster analysis is an investigative approach akin to unsupervised learning. One can glean the
complex structure of the phenomenon under research, but there are limits to the extent to which one
can understand in detail what is really going on. There is a trade-off between accuracy and meaning.
One has to be aware that beyond the technical interpretation of the methodology, most of the economic
interpretation is somewhat speculative. In this research, however, we find strong circumstantial
evidence of a well-integrated American economy, and a multi-national Europe still struggling with
disparities. In spite of relentlessly moving towards a European single market over the last five decades,
the various countries of the European Union still appear more like a mosaic than a melting pot.

This conclusion relies on the results presented earlier. We interpret the relative lack of stability in
clusters as evidence of a greater homogeneity (economic integration and convergence) in the case of the
United States; and the more stable clusters as evidence of lesser homogeneity (economic integration
and convergence) in the case of European data. We interpret the number of pairs of matched clusters
between the US data and European data as evidence of the degree of convergence attained between
the US and Europe. There is no other interpretation that seems to make sense.

Whether the United States and the countries of Europe have achieved convergence is definitely
not a question that can be answered with a simple yes or no. There are large corporations moving
seamlessly about the regulatory labyrinth and the financial markets of both continents. For these firms,
national borders are mere markers signaling arbitrage opportunities. Other firms, however, might
be constrained by national and regulatory boundaries and operate in a well-delineated perimeter.
Integration and convergence, to the extent to which it occurs, has left behind a clear segmentation
within the European Union, and another one between the European Union and the United States.

There is little doubt that regulatory differences and national boundaries influence the manner in
which layering and segmentation occurs in the corporate sector alongside and across industry lines.
The adoption of different technological standards is another factor to take in consideration. In the past,
these have been successfully used as a substitute for a more militant protectionist approach. Whether
driven by political agendas, or natural factors, technology has always played a major role in reshuffling
and reshaping competition in the corporate sector, and across various markets. The methodology
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used in this paper considers the overall economic outcome and is not able to differentiate among
its determinants. Any future in-depth investigation of economic integration would have to take
regulation, technology and size into consideration. This is a formidable task in itself, because the
detailed structure of layering and segmentation in the corporate network cannot be captured by
a handful of traditional metrics.

While very challenging to implement, this type of analysis has been attempted before. The 2011
research mentioned earlier used a state-of-the-art methodology in order to determine the connections
and ramifications of the network of global corporate control. We are very encouraged by the findings
of this paper because it is consistent with our own findings and conclusions and because it might
provide the methodological basis for tackling subsequent investigations of complex corporate networks.
Further research would also need to investigate how clustering evolves with time, a question that
has not been addressed here. This issue is most likely linked with that of clustering stability over the
long run. We hope that in the future, our conclusions will be validated and corroborated through
alternative methodologies.
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